
  Let me explain highlights of first quarter results and strategies for the rest of 2014, 

which is the final year of the mid-term business plan.   

 

     

Consolidated P/L

（Million yen） 1Q-2013 1Q-2014 Change

Sales 14,228 18,647 4,419 31.1%

Operating Income 240 524 284 117.9%

Ratio (%) 1.7% 2.8% - 1.1%

Ordinary Income 160 344 184 114.2%

Net Income 26 246 220 829.3%

Automotive-related, our primary business, expanded in North America & Europe
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In the first quarter in 2014, we have achieved the biggest-ever sales, topping those of 

the third quarter of 2007. They are also more than 30% up from the same period last 

year due to more-than-expected growth of automotive sector, our main market segment. 

In terms of profit, operating income has more than doubled compared to the previous 

year. However, historically speaking, first quarter operating income ratio is the lowest 

among all four quarters. Assuming first quarter operating income ratio as 100, 

operation income ratio in the past 15 years, has been 131, 173 and 110 for the second, 

the third and the fourth quarter respectively.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



       

Sales by Market SegmentSales by Market Segment

• Automotive

– Sales of three main products (smart 

entry, HID lamp & ABS coils) 

increased far beyond expectations on 

the background of strong demand for 

high-end cars.

• Consumer Electronics
－Steady sales continued due to expansion of 

business with a  major manufacturer of 

communication equipments in China.  

• Industry

– Renewable energy-related business 

will focus on US & China market due 

to stagnant sales in Japan & Europe 

caused by change of government 

policy. 
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Automotive-related, our core business, contributed to achieve 

biggest-ever quarterly sales  
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In automotive segment, sales of all of the three main products increased on the 

background of strong demand for expensive cars. As I explained last time, adoption rate 

of smart entry used to be only 10% in North America compared to 50% in Japan. 

However, it has been dramatically increasing as economy is picking up. Having 60% 

share of smart entry worldwide both on transmitting side and receiving side, Sumida is 

a chief beneficiary of increasing adoption rate of smart entry.      

 

In consumer electronics segment, there is encouraging news that our business with a 

major communication equipments maker has been rapidly expanding in China, our 

focus market along with US.  

 

In industry segment, as we have been fighting an uphill battle in renewable energy 

business in Europe, especially in Germany, we will shift our resources from there to 

North America and China.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



    

Sales by RegionSales by Region

• North America

– Smart entry sales continued increasing

• Japan 

– Investment in FA equipments getting 

back on recovery track

– Steady sales for automotive products

• China (Asia)
– Orders from a local major 

manufacturer of communication 
equipments soared

• Europe

– Sales of HID lamp, immobilizer and 
smart entry increasing
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In North America, sales have been increasing mainly due to smart entry sales. 

 

In Japan, shipments of China-bound FA (Factory Automation) equipments are heading 

for recovery. Steady automotive-related sales continue.  

 

In China, as mentioned earlier, expanded business with a major communication 

equipments maker brought us more than twice as many orders in the first quarter this 

year as in the fourth quarter of 2013. 

 

In Europe, sales of HID lamp, immobilizer and smart entry remain strong.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



       

Prospects in second quarter and beyondProspects in second quarter and beyond

Sales expected to stay at record-setting levels with main focus on automotive
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• Automotive

– In addition to main products such as smart entry, HID lamp and ABS coils, new 

products of reactors, transformers and inductors we have had in reserve will be 

launched taking advantage of increasing number of electrical systems embedded 

in automobiles including EV/HV.

• Consumer Electronics
－Focus on new products of modular products as well as transformers for smartphone

－ Expansion of business with a major manufacturer of communication equipments in China

－ New applications for momentum-gaining 4K TV

• Industry

– Renewable energy business will be shifted from Japan & Europe 

to US & China with focus on expansion of  medical-related business unchanged

Image Photos

 

As for prospects in the second quarter and beyond, we expect to keep sales at 

record-setting levels. In addition to the three main products in automotive sector 

(Smart entry, HID lamp and ABS coils), we assume more and more electrical systems 

will be embedded in automobiles not only in EV/HV, but also in traditional types of 

automobiles. On the background of this trend, we will launch new products of reactors, 

transformers and inductors which have been prepared for many years.  

 

In consumer electronics sector, we will start mass production of modular products as 

well as transformers for smartphone. As World Cup Brazil approaches, we will focus on 

4K TV the demand of which has been on the rise. 

 

In industry sector, we are planning to shift our focus on renewable energy business from 

Europe & Japan to US & China. We will continue focusing on expansion of 

medical-related business, which is expected to be one of our core businesses in the 

future.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



    

Prospects in second quarter and beyondProspects in second quarter and beyond

Profitability expected to improve in second quarter and beyond

On top of revenue increase, no production disruption this year, which 

is usually caused by Chinese New Year in the first quarter, and falling 

copper price expected to enhance profitability in coming quarters 

FY2013 average

 

As I explained earlier, our profit has such a seasonal cycle as starting from the bottom 

in the first quarter and reaching a peak in the third quarter. Price of copper, the biggest 

cost of our products had significantly dropped since early this year, which contributes to 

reduction of our costs of sales usually three months later. Considering these factors 

combined, we expect our profit to much improve in the coming quarters. 

 

That’s the end of my explanations. As you might already know, 2014 is the final year of 

our mid-term business plan. Therefore, it is important that we not only achieve the 

numerical targets, but also lay the ground work for the Stage II of Master Plan starting 

2015. 


